Final Jury Meeting Minute  
IMM/CT/44-2022

During the preliminary hearing period of 10 working days, the candidate ranked in 1st Lin Zhou, informed that she was no longer available for the position. Following this decision, the jury contacted the candidate ranked in 2nd place, Mafalda Santos, and explained that the candidate ranked in 1st had rejected the position and if there are no further changes, the jury will offer her the position.

The jury will contact the candidate Mafalda Santos and will offer her the position.

This final decision is signed by the three members of the jury and also validated by the Heads of the Institution.

Lisbon, 15th of September 2022

Karine Serre

Nuno Morais

Sérgio Dias

Validation by the Heads of the Institution

[Signatures]

Professor Maria-Carmo Fonseca  
President of IMM

Professor Maria M. Mota  
Executive Director